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About This Game

Follow the daily struggle of Hitoshi, a young medical doctor, who returns to work after a serious accident only to find out that
things are no longer the way they used to be.
Humor, drama and supernatural events ensue.

Oh, and there's also romance in the air...

Get to know your coworkers and solve the dark mystery of Lovefield General!

GAME FEATURES:

male protagonist

5 female love interests

6 different endings

5+ hours of gameplay
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Good paintjobs. One very nice train for German Routes,
It comes with an excellent model with accurate carriages with their own door animations, also it has passenger views for all
carriages and the sound is really high quality, some of the best i've heard. The cab is almost real from the train apart from quite
a few of the non-necessary buttons not being functional.
Highly reccomended addon for TS. Good job on Lacuna Passage and a Welcome to Candescent Games.

I would like to see:

1. A story about an older race of aliens or civilization.
2. explore caves, mines, an abandoned alien outpost, or ruins on mars.
3. visit damaged alien spacecraft.
4. research alien technology, tools, or weapons.
5. learn the location of of alien home planet
6. use a communication beacon.

thank you. An interesting take on the puzzle game mechanic, but pretty badly made from my experience.
This game constantly hung and stuttered on my pc which can handle things like robo recall, arizona sunshine and st bridge
simulator with no problems.

Hopefully the devs make this a bit smoother, but for now i cannot reccomend this,. great game worth the money not much
wrong with the game 9 out of ten
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Attacked London while listening to pandora....Song that played Thunderstruck by AC/DC....I hate you pandora.. I'm usually a
fan of these types of games and I've played others like it before. However, this game is definitely not something I will
recommend. The controls are not as smooth as they can be and it is basically a trial and error process until you realize where you
are supposed to jump and when do you flip yourself. Some may argue this is where the challenge comes in, but I think there
should be a better balance in the game where it proves to be a challenge, while still making it reasonably easy without dying
more than you can count to pass a level. The principle of the game is nice where you jump and you can flip yourself. Even more
so with the inverted regions where you automatically flip. However, I never got to the point where I can say I'm liking this game
mechanic.

If you want to try it, I highly recommend getting it on sale like I did. At least you won't feel too bad for having spent money on a
game you were hoping to like, but dashes your hopes.. An amazing game that provides nostalgia to the older 2D platformers,
while still bringing lots of new things to the table!
Would recommend to anyone.. Well, I really like this game, for sure: no crosshair on sniper rifles when aiming, random guys
jumping in the wall, and still enjoying!!! 0/0 IGN Buano Notte! EDIT: after restarting my PC, I finally have a crosshair on my
sniper rifle! But, sadly, it doesn't change the fact that the game is boring, and I forgot to mention that if you jump, you take a
screenshot via Steam o.O What the hell, I don't even ask.... My favorite part is killing my squadmates when the damn idiots
decide to shoot me instead of the ninjas.. It looks nice, but can we at least have a manual in English please?. The best drug trip
of my life. The final area runs like absolute garbage though, so much that I had to use lowest settings. good game overall.. If you
consider everything that we have on steam, pombotroll is on average.
Good work steam.

Best regards,
Mineirinho ultra adventures fan.. A great little arcade shooter well worth the asking price. Supercharged Robot Vulkaiser is a
short bullet hell shooter that parodies the 70s giant robot anime genre. Vulkaiser only has five levels but it's an addictive game
with great presentation and replay value. You take control of the titular Vulkaiser and it's pilot Takuya Akatsuki dodging bullets
and blasting waves of enemies as you defend earth from androgynous alien invader General Roz. Vulkaiser can combine with
four other vehicles developed by Professor Amamori and piloted by Takuya's allies, each one offering Vulkaiser new attacks,
knowing when to choose which unit becomes part of Vulkaiser's strategy as you deal with the varying threats the alien menace
poses.

This is a great indy title from Japanese developer Astro Port and at it's budget price can't afford to be missed, arcade gamers and
bullet hell fans alike will love it. definitely pick it up.. Yes it's hard, but not because you just suck at it but because it feels
rigged for failure.
You have to press the space bar to jump over spikes which are either vertical or horizontal and 9 times out of 10 you will die
even though you didn't touch the spike. This is why this game gets a thumbs down. It's not good hard, it's stupid hard.
The other complaint I have is that with some maps it's difficult to see the actual spikes because they are almost the same colour
as everything else.
I guess if you really hate yourself you could give this a go?
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